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SUMMARY
At the request of the fourdrinier Kraft Board Institute, an investi-
gation was carried out to provide information regarding the distribution of flat-
crush values to be expected from commercial corrugating medium when fabricated
into combined board (in the major flutes) as part of production runs on commer-
cial corrugators. For this purpose, two samples were taken each week over a
six-month period by each of 52 corrugators (termed plants in this report) and
evaluated for flat crush and Concora strength at the Instituteo The distribu-






The above sampling resulted in a total of about 54 samples per plant and the
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In this report all plants are identified by a letter code and the following
results were obtained 
lo The following average combined board flat-crush values were obtained
where the letter in parenthesis denotes a particular plant
Combined Board Flat Crush, poSoio
A-flute B-flute.' C-flute C-39 flute
Maximum 3506 (TT) ,53o8 (EE) 48o7 (GG) 4702 (WW)
Minimum 2906 (Q) 3507 (H). 360.6 (E) , 42. 9 (ZZ),
Average 32o4 450 . 43°7 45o2
Comparison of C-39 flute test levels with regular C-flute should be made
with caution because all C-39 flute samples were obtained from plants of one
company and using primarily mediums of their own manufacturer
2 . Frequency distributions of the combined board flat-crush values gave the
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3. The following average Concora flat-crush values were obtained in the
medium samples forwarded for each flute. The letter in parenthesis denotes
a particular plant
Concora Flat Crush, pos.io
A-Flute B-Flute C-Flute C-39 Flute
Maximum 38.1 (TT) 38.3 (FF) 38,1 (GG) 37.3 (W)
Minimum 31.5 (Q) 32.8 (I) 33ol (T) 340 (YY)
Average 3507 35°0 34o7 35°9
40 Frequency distributions of the Concora flat crush values for medium
samples forwarded with each flute gave the following percentages of samples
falling below arbitrarily selected levels of Concora flat crush
Concora Per Cent Below
Flat Crush,
p.s.i. A-Flute B-Flute C-Flute C-39 Flute
29 1.7 2.2 0.9 --
30 3.9 4.8 2.0 --
31 7.6 9.4 51o 0o4
32 11.6 16ol 11o2 1o3
33 18o8 25o7 26.0 10.5
Complete distributions may be found in the text
5. The composite relationships between Concora and combined board flat
crush were as follows:
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Co Average difference between
computed and observed flat
crush, poSoio 106 4o9
do Per cent of comparisons within indicated
+ 1 poSio 40 12
+2 pes.io 71 25














Relatively unsatisfactory relationships were obtained for the B- and C-flute
data as reflected by the higher average differences between computed and
observed combined board flat crush and the relatively low percentages of
values falling within the indicated ranges of flat crush
f
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INTRODUCTION
For some time the Fourdrinier Kraft Board Institute has had under
consideration a proposal to promote standards based on combined board flat
crush. As a result, the Institute was requested to outline an investigation
designed to provide information as to the distribution of flat-crush values
to be expected rrom commercial corrugating medium when fabricated into com-
bined board in the major flutes as a part of regular production runs on
commercial corrugatorso
To this end it was proposed and approved that rolls of medium--
selected at random from box shop inventory--be fabricated by integrated or
affiliated box plants of the Fourdrinier Kraft Board Institute member companies
Two samples each week over a six-month period were to be taken by each of the
52 single-facers selected for inclusion in the program The distribution of







The samples of medium and combined board taken by the box plants
were forwarded to the Institute for evaluation as follows:
lo Corrugating medium--Concora medium test
2. Combined board -- Flat crush
An outline of the study as approved may be found in Appendix C.
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Each corrugator (termed box plant in succeeding parts of this report)
was assigned a code letter for the purpose of sample identification and an-
alyseso All results are reported and discussed in terms of the assigned coded
identities.
MATERIALS
A summary of the samples received from each plant is tabulated
in Table I. As may be noted, most plants submitted the planned quota of 
samples (54)o Plants forwarding 20 or less samples included A-flute plants
Q and TT, B-flute plants L, M, and UU, C-flute plants 0 and U and C--39 flute .
plant YYo The total number of samples received in each major flute is shown
below: -








All medium samples were preconditioned at least 4 hours at less
than 35% RoHo and 73°Fo They were then conditioned at least 12 hours at
.50 + 2% RoHo and 73°Fo prior to fluting in the Concora flutero After fluting
and taping, the specimens were conditioned at least 15 and no longer than
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Combined Board
All samples were preconditioned at least 24 hours at less than 35%




Each roll of medium used in the study was to be sampled at the K
beginning (start) and end of its run in the corrugator by a box plant repre-
sentativeo Both "start" and "end" samples were to consist of four square 
foot sheets taken at equal intervals across the width of the roll after all
damaged medium was removed (Notes Samples as received usually consisted
of strips taken across the full roll width at "start" and "end" of runo
Four Concora specimens were cut from the "start" and four from the "end"
sample approximately equally spaced across the roll widtho
Combined Board Flat Crush
Box blanks representing the full width of the corrugator were
to be taken at the beginning (start) and end of corrugation of each selected
roll of medium The blanks corresponding to the "start" were to be taken
only after acceptable board was produced The "end" sample was to be taken
in the same manner as the "start" sample with the provision that it should
be so as to correspond as nearly as possible to the "end" sampling for the
roll of medium The combined board samples were to contain only board which
had moved through the hot plate section at the speed indicated for that
particular runo
'
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Four test specimens were cut from the "start" and four from the
"end." As described in the proposal, the specimens were tested in accord-
ance with ASTM D-1225-54 except that
(a) specimens exhibiting rolling flutes were recorded but invali-
dated. A replacement test was made for each invalidated specimen and the
flat crush reported as the average of the valid test readings
In interpreting the above, one replacement specimen was cut for
any of the eight original specimens which rolled. If the replacement speci-
men also rolled, no additional specimens were cut and the average was calculated
using only the test results for the specimens exhibiting no rolling. Beside
each test average, a parenthesis of three figures such as (12-4-8) was formed
where:
lo. The first figure denotes the total number of tests performed
2. The second figure denotes the number of specimens which rolled.
3. The third figure denotes the number of test readings included
in the average.
In a number of instances samples were encountered where all or
nearly all specimens rolled. The arbitrary rule was adopted to exclude
samples from the analysis where the number of rolls was such that three or
less test values were included in the average. Using this criterion, the re-
sults for seven samples were excluded from the analysis as follows:
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DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
The following discussion has been divided into five parts or
sections. In the first four parts the Concora and combined board flat-
crush results are analyzed for each of the major flutes-A, B, C and C-39
flute. For each of the flutes the analysis includes:
(a) Summary of sample averages by plant
(b) Frequency distributions for Concora and combined board
flat crush
(c) A combined frequency distribution for both tests.
(d) Correlation of Concora and flat-crush values for all plants
of a given flute
The individual sample averages for each plant participating in the program
are given in Appendix A in alphabetical order
In the fifth section of the report individual plant correlations
of Concora and combined board flat crush are discussed.
-,1
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PART Io A-FLUTE RESULTS
The A-flute test results are summarized in Table IIo For each
plant, the over-all average Concora and flat-crush value is recorded to-
gether with the maximum and minimum sample averages In terms of average
combined board flat crush, plant Q exhibited the lowest average of 2906
posoi. and Plant TT exhibited the highest average of 35.6 p.soio The over-
all combined board flat crush average was 32o4 p.Soio The Concora. flat-
crush averages ranged from 31.5 posoio for Plant Q to 3801 poSoio for Plant TT
with an over-all average of 35.7 poSoio
A frequency distribution of the combined board flat-crush values
for all plants is tabulated in Table IIIo. The following values are abstracted
from the table to show the number of samples exhibiting combined board flat-
crush values lower than a number of arbitrarily chosen levels of flat crush
Samples Having Flat Crush Lower
Flat Crush, Than Indicated Value Number
posoio Number Per Centa of Plants
25 13 109 5
26 20 2.9 6
27 33 4.7 9
28 50 7o2 10
29 85 12o2 12
30 143 20.5 13
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While only 13 or 109% of the samples gave flat-crush values lower than 25
posoio, 7o2% of the samples had flat-crush values lower than 28 poSoi. and
about 20% of the samples had flat-crush values lower than 30 posoio Re-
ferring to Table III, it may be noted also that the majority of the flat-
crush values fell in the 28 to 37 poSoio range
With regard to the Concora test, the frequency distribution of
Concora values by plant is tabulated in Table IVo The following values are






























a Per cent of total number of samples
Thus, in the case of the Concora medium test values, an appreciable per-
centage (18.8%) of the samples exhibited test values lower than 33 pos.io
However, only 3.9%, submitted by 5 plants, fell below 30 p.soio and only
1o7% fell below 29 po.soi Finally, it may be noted that the greater number
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At this point, it may be mentioned that the Concora distributions
could be summed over all flutes since it may be presumed that basically the
same quality of medium is used in fabrication Separate classification for
the flutes is used herein because it was necessary for other portions of the
analysis
A scatter diagram for the A-flute results is illustrated in Figo 1
which shows
(a) the number of samples falling in each 1 p.Soio range of
Concora and combined board flat crush,
(b) the cumulative sample totals and percentages for Concora
(figures along top of graph) and similar figures for combined board flat
crush along the right-hand margin,
and (c) the composite regression line for combined board flat crush
versus Concorao
The equation for the regression line shown in the graph was as
follows
y = 60358 + 0,730 x (1)
where Z = A-flute combined board flat crush
and x = Concora flat crush
Its correlation coefficient of 0075 was, of course, highly significant
To illustrate in another manner the degree of relationship between the
Concora and combined board flat-crush tests, the Concora test values were
substituted into Equation (1)o The resulting estimated combined board flat-
crush values were then compared with the observed values A summary of the
comparisons may be found in Table V for each plant and for the composite
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(a) The average difference between computed and observed A-flute
combined board flat crush was 106 poSoio
(b) For the composite of all plants, approximately 40% of the
comparisons were within + 1 poSoio of the observed flat-crush value, 71%
were within + 2% and 87% were within + 3% of the observed combined board
flat-crush value
(c) For the individual plants, the average difference ranged from
a low of lol poSoio for Plants G and AA to a high of 2.2 poSoi. for Plant PP
(Plant TTVs average difference was 3.2 poSoio; however, only 13 samples were
submitted).
Taken as a whole, therefore, it appears that the Concora flat-crush
values yielded reasonably satisfactory estimates of A-flute combined board
flat crush
Referring again to Figo 1, the graph is useful in illustrating
the rejection levels associated with any proposed specification on either
combined board flat crush or Concora flat crush For example, assume that
it were thought appropriate to place a minimum specification of Y poSoio
on combined board flat crush An estimate of the per cent of combined board
samples below the proposed specification may then be read from the cumulative
figures along the right-hand margin If Equation (1) is then used to estimate
a satisfactory specification on Concora flat crush (say, x pos.io), the
per cent of corrugating medium samples failing to meet the proposed Concora
specification can immediately be read from the cumulative totals along the
top of the grapho Examination of the figure will also give some indication
for any proposed specification as to the number of samples of combined board
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samples failing to meet a given combined board flat-crush specification but
apparently fabricated from mediums of satisfactory Concora flat crush
In conclusion, the A-flute results may be summarized briefly as
follows:
lo Average combined board flat-crush values for the individual
plants ranged from 29.6 to 35.6 poSoio
2. Average Concora flat-crush values for the individual plants
ranged from 31o5 poSoio to 38ol poSoio
3o With regard to combined board flat crush, the frequency distri-
bution indicated that 2,9% of the samples gave flat-crush values lower than
26 poSoio, 7.2% were lower than 28 poSoio and 20.5% were lower than 30 poSoio
4o The Concora frequency distribution indicated that 3°9% of the
samples gave, Concora values lower than 30 poSoio, 7.6% were lower than 31 poSoio,
and 18o8% were lower than 33 poSoio
5. Reasonably satisfactory estimates of A-flute combined board
flat crush were obtained from the Concora tests The average difference
between computed and observed values was 1o6 poSoio For all plants approxi-
mately 50% of the comparisons were within + 1 poSoio of the observed flat-
crush value and 71% were within + 2 poSoio
A
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PART 2. B-FLUTE RESULTS
The B-flute test results are summarized in Table VIo Disregarding
Plants L, M, and UU, which submitted only a few samples, the combined board
flat-crush averages ranged from 35.7 poSoio for Plant H to 53.8 p.Soio for
Plant EE, with an over-all average of 45.0 poSoio This spread between plants
is considerably greater than was encountered for the A-flute plants The
maximum and minimum flat-crush values were also widely separated and a number
of the minimum values were approximately at the level of A-flute flat crush
With regard to Concora, the plant averages ranged from 32.8 posoio for Plant I
to 38.3 posoio for Plant FFo The over-all Concora average of 35°0 posoio
was approximately equal to that obtained for the corrugation mediums submitted
with the A-flute samples--35.7 poSoio
A frequency distribution of the B-flute combined board flat-crush
results is tabulated in Table VIIo The following values are abstracted from
the table to show the number of samples exhibiting combined board flat-crush
values lower than a number of arbitrarily chosen levels of flat crush
Flat Sample Having Flat Crush
Crush, Lower Than Indicated Value, Number of
posoie Number Per Centa Plants
32 20 2.9 5
34 50 703 7
36 87 12.6 7
38 135 19.6 8
40 190 27.6 11
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The substantial dispersion of the B-flute combined board flat-crush results
is well illustrated in Table VII and in the above abstract. Thus, 5 plants
submitted 20 samples (2.9% of total number) having combined board flat-crush
values lower than 32 posoio. Corresponding percentages for combined board
flat-crush levels of 34, 36, and 38 p.s.i. were 703, 12.6, and 19.6%, res-
pectively. .
If the same quality medium was used in all the major flutes, the
data indicate that B-flute combined board quality as measured by the flat-crush
test was far more variable than for A-fluteo However, it should be mentioned
that the Concora distribution discussed in the next paragraph gives some in-
dication that slightly lower quality (Concora) mediums may have been employed
in the B-flute samples as compared to A-flute.
The frequency distribution of Concora tests for the corrugating
mediums fabricated into B-flute board is summarized in Table VIII. The
following values are abstracted from the table:
Concora Samples Having Concora Tests
Flat Crush, Lower Than Indicated Value Number of
posoio Number Per Centa Plants
28 10 1.5 6
29 15 2,2 6
30 33 4.8 9
31 65 9.4 : 13
32 111 16,1 14
33 177 25.7 14
34 244 35.4 16
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The above distribution is quite like that already discussed for the A-flute
data; however, at equal levels of Concora flat crush, the percentage of B-
flute medium falling below that level is slightly greater than for A-fluteo
For example, 35.4% of the B-flute mediums gave Concora tests lower than 34%;
the comparable figure for A-flute was 2708%o At 32 p.soi., the B-flute per-
centage was 16.1% and for A-flute ll6. These differences in distribution
are not substantial and it is doubted that they provide a real explanation
of the observed wide distribution of B-flute combined board flat-crush results 
As in the case of the A-flute data, a scatter diagram was prepared
in the form of a combined frequency distribution. The chart is shown in Fig. 2o
Referring to the figure, it may be noted that the relationship between Concora
and combined board flat crush is far less evident than was the case for the
A-flute data. The equation for the regression equation shown in the figure
was as follows:
y = 1.372 x -2.998 (2)
where y = B-flute combined board flat crush, pos.io
and x = Concora flat crush, posoio
Its correlation coefficient was 0.56--statistically significant. However,
as would be expected from examination of the scatter diagram, the comparisons
of observed and estimated combined board flat crush were far less satisfactory
than was true for A-fluteo The comparisons for B-flute are shown in Table IXo
Referring to the table, it may be noted that
(a) the average difference between computed and observed combined
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Figure 2. Relationship Between Comsbined ~bard Flat Crush and
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(b) For the composite of all plants, approximately 12% of the com-
parisons were within + 1 posoio 6f the average and only 34o4% were within
+ 3 poSoio Comparable figures for A-flute was 40 and 87%o
The above results indicate that Concora tests do not yield particu-
larly good estimates of B--flute combined board flat crush.
This result is not in agreement with the correlation reported by
Long and Maltenfort (la)o To speculate as to the reasons for the difference
in correlation between A- and B-flute, it may be noted that, in general, com-
bined board flat crush will depend on such factors as corrugator.condition,
converting variables, operator technique, roll contour, type of medium, etco
The original correlation cited in reference was based on evaluation
of 225 rolls from 8 mills and all rolls were combined using one corrugatoro
The present study represents an appreciably wider sampling of the-industries
production of corrugating medium and corrugating facilities. General
opinion considers that A-flute is more sensitive to conversion conditions
than B-flute, Consequently, it would not be too surprising if the industry
tended to maintain their A-flute equipment at a higher level of efficiency
than their B-flute equipment. Under these circumstances, the differences in
correlation between A- and B-flute may not be unexpected,
It also appears possible that the mechanism of failure in B-flute
flat crush may be somewhat different than that associated with A-flute flat
crush Since the Concora fluter employs simulated A-flute rolls, a difference
in mechanism of failure between A- and B-flute combined board flat crush for
I
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certain mediums would not be detected, The B-flute contour differs from
A-flute contour in many ways--in particular, in flute height and tip radiusO
The following comments are frankly speculative in nature 
Perhaps the simplest. idealization of the flat-crush test is to
consider that near peak load the flute side walls behave as columns with an
effective length that depends on the flute contour and the characteristics
of the medium. If, in A-flute the side walls act as "long" or "intermediate"
length columns, the maximum load will depend on the machine-direction tensile
modulus, the moment of inertia and the column length. The effective column
length for B-flute is shorter than A-flute and, consequently, the B-flute
side wall may act 'as (a) either an intermediate column of shorter length
than A-flute or, (b) in the extreme, as a short compression block 'For
case (a), B-flute flat crush would depend on the tangent modulus associated
with its own particular stress level--a modulus which would differ at least
in magnitude from the modulus governing A-flute flat crush. For case (b),
B-flute flat crush would depend on the ultimate edge compression strength of
the medium rather than its elastic or inelastic moduli. Because the Concora
test utilizes effectively an A-flute contour, its predictive efficiency for
B-flute would depend on a relationship between the modulus governing A-flute
flat crush and the inelastic modulus or edge compression strength of the
mediums
An alternative hypotheses relates to the observation that examina-
tion of flat-crush specimens often suggests that delamination caused by high
shear stresses as the arches are straightened may initiate failure for some
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mediums. The sharper tip radius on B-flute suggests that shear type failures
would be more prevalent The A-flute configuration used in the Concora would,
then, be'expected to yield less satisfactory correlations with B-flute combined
board flat crush.
It is difficult to choose between the two alternatives in view
of the present state of knowledge regarding (a) the fundamental mechanisms
involved in flat crush, and (b) the utter lack of knowledge of regarding
shear strength and moduli of paper and paperboard. Both problems are inter-
related and work in both areas is to be recommended
To conclude, B-flute results may be summarized briefly as follows:
(1) Average combined board flat-crush results ranged from 3507 to
53.8 psoio for individual plants with an over-all average of 45.0 poSoio
(2) Average Concora flat-crush values ranged from 32.8 to 38°3 poSoio
for individual plants with an over-all average of 35,0 poSoio
(3) With regard to combined board flat crush, the frequency distribu-
tions indicated that 2.9% of samples gave flat-crush values lower than 32 poSoio,
7,3% lower than 34 poSoio, and 19.6% were lower than 38 poSoio
(4) The Concora frequency distribution indicated that 4.8% of the
samples gave Concora values lower than 30 posoio, 9.4% were lower than 31 posoio,
and 25.7% were lower than 33 posoio
(5) A relatively unsatisfactory correlation between Concora and B-flute
combined board flat crush was obtained The average difference between computed
and estimated values was 4o9 poSoio--appreciably higher than was obtained with
A-fluteo Summing for all plants, approximately 34% of the comparisons were within
+ 3% of the observed values and only about 68% were within + 6 p.soio
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PART 3--C-FLUTE (REGULAR) RESULTS
The C-flute test results are summarized in Table Xo .Disregarding
Plants 0 and U which submitted only a few samples, the combined board flat-
crush averages ranged from 3606 posoio for Plant E to 4807 poSoio for Plant GG
with an over-all average of 43o7 poSoio This average was only slightly lower
than the composite B-flute average of 4500 posoio With regard to Concora, the
plant averages omitting Plants 0 and U ranged from 33o1 posoio for Plant T to
38.1 posoio for Plant GGo The over-all Concora average of 3407 poSoio was
slightly lower than those obtained for the A- or B-flute samples--35o7 and
3500 p.soio, respectively.
A frequency distribution of the C-flute combined board flat-crush
values is tabulated in Table XIo The following values are abstracted from the
table to show the number of samples exhibiting flat-crush values lower than a
number of arbitrarily chosen levels of flat crush,
Combined Board Samples Having Flat Crush
Flat Crush, Lower Than Indicated Value Number of
poSoio Number Per Centa Plants
34 17 2,5 6
36 40 508 . 7
38 80 11 o6 8
40 150 21.8 13
a Per cent of total number of samples
As may be noted, 6 plants submitted a total of 17 samples (2.5% of the total number)
having combined board flat-crush values lower than 34 posoio Corresponding per-
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The Concora frequency distribution is given in Table XIIo











Samples Having Concora Tests









a Based on total number of samples
The above frequencies are quite similar to those previously discussed
for the corrugating medium samples submitted with the A- and B-flute combined
board samples.
A scatter diagram for the C-flute regular results is shown in Figo 30
Referring to the figure, it may be noted that the relationship between Concora
and combined board flat crush appears somewhat less satisfactory than for A-flute
and somewhat better than was obtained for the B-flute data. The equation for
the regression line shown in the figure was as follows
y = 1.340 x -2.788 (3)
where zy C-flute regular combined board flat crush
and x - Concora flat crush, poso9.
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CONCORA FLAT CRUSH, P. .I.
Figure 3. Relationship Between Combined Board Flat Crush and
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Comparisons of computed and estimated flat-crush values were made
using Equation (3) and the results obtained are summarized in.Table XIIIo Re-
ferring to the table, -it may be noted that
(a) The composite average difference between computed and observed
C-flute combined board flat crush was 3.2 poSoio Comparable figures for A- and
B-flute were 1.6 and 4.9 posoio, respectively.
(b).For the composite of all plants, approximately 19% of.the compar-
isons were within + 1 pos.io of the observed flat crush and only about 57% were 
within + 3 posoio Comparable figures for A and B-flute are given below:
A-Flute B-Flute
+ 1 psoio 40% 12%
. 3 posoi. 87% 34%
It is evident from the above that estimates of C-flute combined board flat
crush from Concora tests are inferior to A-flute but better than B-fluteo The
previous discussion of the B-flute correlation applies equally well here.
To briefly summarize, the following results were obtained for the
C-flute regular samples 
lo Average combined board flat-crush results ranged from 36.6 to
48.7 p.soio with an over-all average of 4307 poSoio
2. Average Concora flat-crush values ranged from 3301 to 381l posoio
with an over-all average of 34.7 poSoio
3. With regard to combined board flat crush, the frequency distribu-
tion indicated that 2o5% of the samples gave flat-crush values lower than 34 posoio,
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4o The Concora frequency distribution indicated that 2.0% of the
samples gave Concora values lower than 30 poSsio, 5o1% were lower than 31 p.s.i.,
and 26% were lower than 33 posoio
5. The correlation between Concora and combined board flat crush
for the C-flute regular samples was inferior to the A-flute correlation and
better than the B-flute correlation. The average difference between computed
and estimated flat-crush values was 3.2 pos.io--intermediate between the com-
parable figures for A- and B-flute of 106 and 409 poSoio, respectively. For
all plants, approximately 57% of the computed values were within + 3 poSoio of








PART 4---C-39 FLUTE RESULTS
For the five plants submitting C-39 flute samples, the average
combined board flat-crush values shown in Table XIV ranged from 4209 posoio for
Plant ZZ to 47.2 pes.io for Plant WW with an over-all average of 45.2 posoi.
The Concora averages for these plants ranged from 34.0 for Plant YY to 37.3 for
Plant W with an over-all Concora average of 35.9 poSeio
The frequency distribution of C-39 flute combined board flat-crush










Samples Having Flat Crush
















a Based on total number of samples.
As may be noted, approximately 4% of the samples exhibited flat-crush values
lower than 40 p.s.io, 10.5% below 41 poSoio, and 17.5% below 42 p.s.io
Comparison of these distribution values or the average flat-
crush values with the regular C-flute production should be cautiously made
because all C-39-flute samples were submitted by plants from one company
As a result, most or all of the medium employed in the C-39 flute samples
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distributions of both combined board and Concora flat crush would be expected
under these conditions.
With the above in mind, the Concora frequency distributions for these
plants are shown in Table XVI and the following values are abstracted from the
table:
Concora Samples Having Concora Tests
Flat Crush, Lower Than Indicated Value No. of
p.s.i. Number Per Cent Plants
31 1 0.4 1 
32 3 1,3 2
33 24 10.5 4
34 54 23.7 5
As may be noted, 1.3% of the samples exhibited Concora flat-crush values lower
than 32 p.s.i., 10.5% lower than 33 p.s.io, and 23.7% were lower than 34 posoi.
The scatter diagram for the C-39 flute results is shown in Fig. 4
and the regression line obtained is given below:
y = 15.059 + 0.838 x (4)
where y = C-39 flute combined board flat crush, p.s.i.
and x = Concora flat crush, p.s.i.
The correlation coefficient for the regression line shown in Figo 4 was +0.62--
approximately the same as was obtained for the regular C-flute data. However,
the intercept and slope of the regression line were quite different from those
obtained for the regular C--flute data
Comparisons of computed and estimated combined board flat-crush
values were made.using Equation (4). The-results are summarized in Table XVII.
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1.3 23.7 55.3 75.4 93.0 98.7 100.0
10.5 39.0 68.4 87.3 97.4 99.6
3 54 126 172
1 24 89 156 199
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CONCORA FLAT CRUSH, P.S.I.
Figure 4. Relationship Between Concon and C-39 Flute
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(as compared to regular C-flute) it may be noted that agreement between es-
timated and observed flat-crush values was considerably better for the C-39
flute samples Referring to the table, it may be noted that
(a) The composite average difference between computed and ob-
served C-39 flute combined board flat crush was 2.0 p.soio Comparable figures
for A, B, and C-flute were 1.6, 4.9, and 3.2 poSoi., respectively,
(b) For the composite of all plants approximately 32% of the com-
parisons were within + 1 poSoio of the observed value and 78% were within + 3 poSoio 
Comparable figures for A-, B-, and C-flute are given below:
A-flute B-flute C-flute
+ 1 poSoio 40% 12% 19%
+ 3 p.soio 87% 34% 57%
The above indicates that estimates of C-39 flute combined board .
flat crush from Concora tests were relatively better than the correlations for
either the B- or C-flute regular samples General application of the regression
equation to production from other plants cannot be recommended, however, until
some check on the relationship is made utilizing a broader sampling of.mediums
and converters
It is tempting on the basis of the above results to conclude that
conversion variability (materials and equipment and technique) among different
box plants is the real cause for the differences in correlation between the
various flutes--since the C-39 flute samples represented a far more homogeneous
sample than the other flutes The line of reasoning implies, then, that con-
version conditions are either more critical for B- and C-flute or controlled
to a lesser degree to explain the poorer correlations for B- and C-flute flat
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crush However, it must be cautioned that differences in mechanism of
failure may also contribute to the poorer correlations for B- and C-fluteo
In conclusion, the C-39 flute results may be summarized as
follows:
lo Average individual plant values for combined board flat
crush ranged from 42.9 to 4702 posoio with an over-all average of 45.2 p.soi.
2. Average individual plant values for Concora flat crush
ranged from 34o0 to 37.3 posoio with an over-all average of 35,9 poSoio
3. With regard to combined board flat crush, the frequency
distribution indicated that about 4% of the samples gave flat-crush values
lower than 40 poSoio, 10.5% were lower than 41 posoio, and 17o5% were lower
than 42 posoio
4o The Concora frequency distribution indicated that only 3 of the
228 samples (or 1o3%) gave Concora values lower than 32 poSoio and 10o5% were
lower than 33 posoio
5. When Concora and combined board flat-crush values were corre-
lated, it was found that the average difference between estimated and observed
flat-crush values was 2.0 poSoio For the composite of all plants approximately
32% of the comparisons were within + 1 poSoio of the observed value and 78%
were within + 3 posoio
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PART 5o INDIVIDUAL PLANT CORRELATIONS 
In preparing the composite frequency distributions for combined
board flat crush-and Concora, frequency distributions for the individual plants
were also prepared. As a matter of interest, the individual plant distributions
are summarized in tabular form in Appendix B in alphebetical order
Correlations were also performed for each individual plant partici-
pating in the study excluding Plants L, M, U and UU which submitted too few
samples for meaningful analysis. These results are summarized in Tables XVII
through XXI for the four major flutes In each table may be found
(a) the individualplant correlation coefficients,
(b) the intercept (a) and slope (b) for each individual plant corre-
lation,
(c) the average difference between computed and estimated combined
board flat crush for each individual plant using its regression equation,
(d) the composite correlation results as previously discussed
In reviewing the above, it should be kept in mind that the individual plant
correlations are based on fewer samples than the composite; therefore, they
may be influenced more by the range of values included or extremely deviant
values representing errors in sampling, conversion deficiencies, etco It is
also to be expected that the regression line for each individual plant will
yield somewhat better estimates of combined board flat crush than the compos-
ite regression line.
In the ideal case, it would be desirable if the regression line
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ioeo., not affected by varying fiber furnish, machine or corrugating con-
ditions. Some variation in the slope and intercept of the individual re-
gression lines from the composite relationship is.expected; however,
extreme deviations cast doubt on the premise that a single sound relation-
ship exists for all plants
From this standpoint, the A- and C-39 flute results may not
be unsatisfactory although some skepticism might be expressed regarding a
few of the individual plant correlations The B- and C--flute results appear
less satisfactory on this score and appear to confirm earlier remarks regard-
ing the results obtained with the composite regression lines for these flutes
Page 56
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APPENDIX A
INDIVIDUAL SAMPLE RESULTS BY PLANT
The test results for each plant are summarized in the tables
.of this appendix. The tables are arranged in alphabetical order by.








CONCORA AND FLAT CRUSH.RESULTS FOR BOX PLANT A
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CONCORA AND FLAT CRUSH RESULTS FOR BOX PLANT A
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Liner Wt.,
Sample Type of SoFo/DeF.,
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CONCORA AND FLAT CRUSH RESULTS FOR BOX PLAINT B
(B-Flute)
Liner Wt.,
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CONCORA AND FLAT CRUSH RESULTS FOR BOX PLAN~T B
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CONCORA AND FLAT CRUSH RESULTS FOR BOX PLANT C
(C-Flute)
Liner Wto, Date
Sample Type of SoFo/DoFo, Corru-














































































































































































































































































































































CONCORA AND FIAT CRUSH RESULTS FOR BOX PLANT D
(B-Flute)
Liner Wt.., Date
Sample Type of S.F./D.F., Corru-































































































































































































































































































































































































































CONCORA AND FIAT CRUSH RESULTS FOR BOX PLANT D
(B-Flute)
Liner Wt.~,
Sample Type of SoF./DoF*
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CONCORA AND FLAT CRUSH RESULTS FOR BOX PLANT E
(C-Flute)
Liner Wt...
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CONCORA AND FLAT CRUSH RESULTS FOR BOX PLANT F
(A-Flute)
Liner Wt., Date
Sample Type of SFo/DoF. Corru-
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CONCORA AND) FIAT CRUSH RESULTS FOR BOX PLI NT G
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Liner Wt., Date
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CONCORA AND FLAT CRUSH RESULTS FOR BOX PLANT G
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Liner Wto,
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CONCORA AND FLAT CRUSH RESULTS FOR BOX PLANT H
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CONCORA AND FLAT CRUSH RESULTS FOR BOX PLANT H
(B-Flute)
Liner Wt,,
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CONCORA AND FLAT CRUSH RESULTS
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TABLE A-16 (Continued) 
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CONCORA AND FLAT CRUSH RESULTS FOR BOX PLANT Y
(B-Flute)
Liner Wt.,
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CONCORA AND FLAT CRUSH RESULTS FOR BOX PLANT Y
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CONCORA AND FLAT CRUSH RESULTS FOR BOX PLANT Z
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CRUSH RESULTS FOR BOX PLANT AA
(A-Flute)
Concora Flat Combined Board Flat
Crush, p.s.i. Crush, p.s.i.
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TABLE A-28
CONCORA AND FLAT CRUSH RESULTS FOR BOX PLANT BB
(A-Flute)
Liner Wt.
Sample Type of S.F./D.F.,














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































CONCORA AND FLAT CRUSH RESULTS FOR BOX PLANT CC
(A-Flute)
Liner Wt.,
Sample Type of S.F./D.F.,































































































































































































































































































34.2 29.0 32.1 (8-0-8)
36.6 34.0 35.2 (8-0-8)
36.6 31.4 33.7 (8-0-8)
34.6 31.4 32.5 (8-0-8)
34.4 31.0 32.8 (8-0-8)









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































CONCORA AND FLAT CRUSH RESULTS FOR BOX PLANT DD
(B-Flute)
Liner Wt.,
Sample Type of S.F./D.F.,





























































































































































































































































































































































































































CONCORA AND FLAT CRUSH:-RESULTS FOR BOX PLANT DD
.(B-Flute)
Liner Wt.,, Date
Sample Type of S.F./D.F., Corru-




Concora Flat Combined. Board. Flat
Crush, p.s.i ' Crush,.p.s.i..























































































































































































































































































































CONCORA AND FLAT CRUSH RESULTS FOR BOX PLANT EE
(B-Flute)
Liner Wt.,
Sample Type of S.F./D.F.,
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































CONCORA AND FIAT CRUSH RESUTLTS FOR BOX PLAN~T EE
(B-Flute)
Liner-Wt..
Sample Type.of S. F./D. F.,









































































































































































aBecue all specimens rolled, the reported value is average of last eight recheck specimens.
b































































































































































CONCORA AND FLAT CRUSH RESULTS FOR BOX PLANT FF
(B-Flute)
Liner Wt.,
Sample Type of S.F./D.F.,































































































































































































































































































































































































































CONCORA AND FLAT CRUSH RESULTS FOR BOX PLANT FF
(B-Flute)
~Liner Wt., Date
Sample Type of S.F./D.F., Corru-
























































































































































































































































































































































CONCORA AND FLAT CRUSH RESULTS FOR BOX PLANT GG
(C-Flute)
Liner Wt.,
Sample Type of S.F./D.F.,





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































CONCORA AND FLAT CRUSH RESULTS'FOR BOX PLANT GG
(C-Flute) 
-Liner-Wt., Date
Sample Type of .S.F./D.F., Corru-






































































































































































































































































































































CONCORA AND FLAT CRUSH RESULTS FOR BOX PLANT HH
(A-Flute)
Liner Wt.,
Sample Type of S.F./D.F.,




































































































































































































































































































































































































































CONCORA AND FLAT CRUSH RESULTS FOR BOX PLANT RH
(A-Flute)
.Li ner Wt. 3
Sample Type of S.F./D.F.,


































































































































































































































































CONCORA AND FLAT CRUSH RESULTS FOR BOX PLANT II
(B-Flute)
Liner Wt., Date
Sample Type of S.F./D.F., Corru-
















































40.8 33.6 37.9 46.0 37.0 40.4 (8-0-8)













































Starch 38.4 33.6 35.5 51.0 40.2 43.6 (8-0-8)
Starch 33.6 28.8 31.5 41.6 36.6




















































































Starch 34.8 31.8 '33.6 51.4










































































































CONCORA AND FLAT CRUSH RESULTS FOR BOX-PLANT II
(B-Flute)
Liner Wt.,
Sample Type of S.F./D.F.,


































































































































32.4 28.8 30.6 37.6 30.0 33.4 (8-0-8)
42.6 34.8 38.7 51.0 36.2 44.8 (8-0-8)

























































CONCORA AND FLAT CRUSH RESULTS FOR BOX PLANT JJ
(B-Flute)
Liner Wt.,
Sample Type of S.F./D.F.,


















































































































































































































































































































































CONCORA AND FLAT CRUSH RESULTS FOR BOX PLANT KK
(C-Flute).
Liner Wt., Date
Sample Type of S.F./D.F., Corru-






























































































Starch 34.8 29.4 31.7
Starch 36.6 32.4 34.6

































43.6 37.6 40.8 (8-0-8)
41.6 37.6 39.4 (9-1-8)
47.6 33.2 39.6 (8-0-8)















































































































































CONCORA AND FLAT CRUSH RESULTS FOR BOX PLANT KK
(C-Flute)
Liner Wt.,.
Sample Type of S.F./D.F.,

















































































































































































































4+1.0 57.6 59.2 (8-0-8)
1-25-61 500 Starch S.F.
silicate D.F.
2- 6-61 200 Starch
2- 6-61 200 Starch
2- 6-61 220 Starch


























































































































































CONCORA AND FLAT CRUSH RESULTS FOR BOX PLANT KK
(C-Flute)
Liner Wt.,
Sample Type of S.F:/D.F.,




































































CONCORA AND FLAT CRUSH RESULTS FOR BOX PLANT LL
(C-Flute)
Liner tWt.
Sample Type of S.F./D.F.,




























































































































































































































































































































CONCORA AND FLAT CRUSH RESULTS FOR BOX PLANT MM
(C-Flute)
Liner Wt.,
Sample Type of S.F./D.F.,

































































































































































































































































































































































































































CONCORA AND FLAT CRUSH RESULTS FOR BOX PLANT MM
(C-Flute)
Liner Wt.,
Sample Type of S.F./D.F.,










































































































































































































































































































































CONCORA AN~D FLAT CRUSH RESULTS FOR BOX PLANT NN
(C-Flute)
.Liner Wt. ,
Sample Tyrpe of S.F./D.F.,






























































































32.4+ 29.4+ 51.0 '46.2






































'+6.8 '+0.2 '+3.0 (8-0-8)









































































































CONCORA AND FLAT CRUSH RESULTS FOR BOX PLANT NN
(C-Flute)
Liner Wt. Date
Sample Type of S.F./D.F., Corru-









































































































43.8 36.2 39.3 (8-0-8)
45.2 37.8 40.8 (8-0-8)





































































































34.2 31.2 33.2 42.4 36.8 39.8 (8-0-8)


























































































CONCORA AND FLAT CRUSH RESULTS FOR BOX PLANT NN
(C-Flute)
Liner Wt.,
Sample Type of S.F./D.F.,

























































































































































CONCORA AND FLAT CRUSH RESULTS FOR BOX PLANT 00
(C-Flute)
Liner Wt.,
Sample Type of S.F./D.F.,




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































CONCORA AND FLAT CRUSH RESULTS FOR BOX PLANT PP
(C-Flute)
Liner Wt.,
Sample Type of S.F./D.F.,




































































































































































































































































































































































































































CONCORA AND FLAT CRUSH RESULTS FOR BOX PLANT PP
(C-Flute)
Liner Wt.,
Sample Type of .S.F./D.F.,























































































































































































































































































































































CONCORA AND FLAT CRUSH RESULTS FOR BOX PLANT QQ
(C-Flute)
Liner Wt.
Sample Type of S.F./D.F.,


































































































































































































































































































































































































































CONCORA AND FLAT CRUSH RESULTS FOR BOX PLANT QQ
(C-Flute)
Liner Wt.,
Sample Type of S.F./D.F.,




























































































































































































































































































































CONCORA AND FLAT CRUSH RESULTS FOR BOX PLANT RR
(C-Flute)
Liner Wt,
Sample Type of S.F./D.F.,




































































































































































































































































































































































































































CONCORA AND FLAT CRUSH RESULTS FOR BOX PLANT RR
(C-Flute)
Liner Wt.,
Sample Type of S.F./D.F.,



















































































































































































































































































































































CONCORA AND FLAT CRUSH RESULTS FOR BOX PLANT SS
(A-Flute)
Liner Wt.,
Sample Type of S.F./D.F.,





































































































































































































































































































































































































































CONCORA AND FLAT CRUSH RESULTS FOR BOX PLANT SS
(A-Flute)
Liner Wt.
Sample Type of S. F. /D. F.









































































































































































































CONCORA AND FLAT CRUSH RESULTS FOR BOX PLANT TT
(A-Flute)
Liner Wt.,
Sample Type of S.F./D.F.,












































































































































































































CONCORA AND FLAT CRUSH RESULTS
(B-Flute)
FOR BOX PLANT UU
Liner Wt...
Type of S.F./D0-F.9
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TABLE A-49 (Continued)
CONCORA AND FLAT CRUSH RESULTS FOR BOX PLANT WW
(C-Flute)
Liner Wt.,
Sample Type of S.F./D.F.,
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































CONCORA AND FLAT CRUSH RESULTS FOR BOX PLANT XX
(C-Flute)
Liner Wt. ,
Sample Type of S.F./D.F.,








































































































































































































































































CONCORA AN\D FLAT CRUSH RESULTS FOR BOX PLANT YY
(C-Flute)
Liner Wt.,
Sample Type of S. F. /D. F. ,































































































































































1+7.8 1+0.8 441.4+ (8-0-8)










































































































CONCORA AND FLAT CRUSH RESULTS FOR BOX PLANT ZZ c '
(C-Flute) - P.
Liner Wt. Date Corrugator Concora Flat Combined Box Flat o 
Sample Type of S.F./D.F., Corru- Speed, Crush, p.s.i. Crush, p.s.i. 
No. Medium lb./M sq. ft. gated f.p.m. Adhesive Max. Min. Av. Max. Min. Av. 0 
C-*
ZZ-1 SC 42/42 9-12-60 500 start W
420 end Starch 34.8 31.2 32.8 45.0 33.6 39.9 (8-0-8)
ZZ-2 SC 42/42 9-14-60 350 Starch 42.6 36.6 39.4 51.4 40.0 45.6 (8-0-8)
ZZ-3 SC 42/42 9-17-60 320 start
400 end Starch 39.6 32.4 35.0 45.0 40.4 42.1 (8-0-8) 5
zz-4 SC 42/42 9-19-60 350 start ~.
C+380 end Starch 37.2 30.0 32.9 46.4 37.0 40.8 (8-0-8) S
ZZ-8 SC 42/42 9-27-60 420 start Wo
400 end Starch 35.4 31.2 3355.53 48.4 39.6 42.6 (8-0-8)
ZZ-10 SC 38/42 10- 7-60 350 start :
400 end Starch 34.2 30.6 32.2 44.8 37.2 40.7 (8-0-8) °
ZZ-12 SC 42/42 10-11-60 400 Starch 38.4 31.8 34.0 49.0 38.0 43.0 (8-0-8)
ZZ-13 SC 42/42 10-13-60 380 start
420 end Starch 35.4 29.4 33.4 43.6 37.4 39.2 (8-0-8)
ZZ-14 SC 42/42 11- 1-60 400 Starch 36.0 30.6 33.2 44.8 34.8 41.1 (8-0-8)
ZZ-15 SC 42/42 10-26-60 400 start
450 end Starch 54.8 32.4 33.3 42.8 39.6 41.0 (8-0-8)
ZZ-16 SC 42/42 10-28-60 420 start
440 end Starch 36.6 32.4 34.3 46.2 40.0 42.3 (8-0-8)
ZZ-17 SC 42/42 11- 9-60 450 Starch 34.2 30.0 32.6 47.4 37.4 41.1 (8-0-8)
ZZ-18 SC 42/42 11-15-60 400 start
420 end Starch 39.0 34.2 36.8 51.8 47.8 49.5 (8-0-8)
ZZ-19 SC 42/42 11-16-60 440 start
420 end Starch 36.6 32.4 34.5 50.2 43.0 46.3 (8-0-8)
ZZ-20 SC 42/42 11-25-60 400 start
420 end Starch 37.8 30.6 34.5 46.0 40.0 43.6 (8-0-8)
ZZ-21 SC 42/42 11-26-60 420 start
400 end Starch 37.2 34.2 35.6 47.8 39.6 44.2 (8,o-8)
ZZ-22 SC 42/42 11-26-60 380 start
420 end Starch 34.8 31.8 33.5 44.8 37.4 41.9 (8-0-8) Q O
ZZ-25 SC 42/42 11-28-60 400 Starch 37.2 31.2 34.0 43.4 37.8 40.1 (8-0-8) 0 a
(D -<I
TABLE A-52 (Continued)
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APPENDIX B
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS FOR INDIVIDUAL PLANTS
The following tables give frequency distributions for both
Concora and combined board flat crush for each plant. The tables are
arranged in alphabetical order by plant code letter.
.TABLE B-i





















29.0- 30.0- 51.0- 52.0- 55.0-
29.9 50.9 51.9 32.9 33.9
-- 1
-- 1
54.0- 53-5.0- 36.0- 57.0- 538.0- 39.0- Cumulative Cumulative
34.9 55.9 36.9 37.9 38.9 39.9 Total Per Cent
-- -- 1 -- -- -- -- -- --
2 1 1 2 -- -- -- -- --
-- 2 7 1 -- -- 1 -- --
-- 1 3 1 5 1 1 -- --
-- -- 5 5 1 2 1 1 --
-- 1 -- 2 -- -- 1 -- --
-- 2 -- -- -- 1 -- 1
-- -- -- -- 1 2 -- -- --
-- -- -- -- -- 1 -- -- --









-- 2 .4 11 26 35 40 47 51 53 54 .



























FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF CONCORA AND COMBINED BOARD FIAT CRUSH FOR BOX PLANT B
(B-Flute)
Frequency
Concora Range, p.s. i.
Flat Crush
Range, p.s.i.
29.0- 50.0- 51.0- 32.0- 55.0- 54.0- 55.0- 56.0- 37.0-
























-- -- -- 1 1
-- 1 -- 2 --
-- 1 -- -- --
-- 1 -- -- 1
1 -- -- 2 2
-- -- -- 1 --
-- -- 1 -- 4
-- -- 1 1 --
-- -- -- 2 2
-- -- -- 1 --
-- -- 1 1 --















2 3 6 9 20 51 40 48 52 52 55


























































50.0 ~tb7~ ~7o- ss~o 7 ~.0- 35.0- 3~6.0- 57.0- 58.0- 39.0- -CumutieCmlte













































5 12 18 29 45 51 52 .53 54






































29.07 50.0- 51.0- 52.0- 55.0- 54.0- 55.0- 36.0-
29.9 50.9 51.9 32. 9 53.9 -54.9 55.9 56.9
1 1 1 1
-- -- ~~ ~~1 1
-- 2 -- 1
-- --- 1
. -- - 1. --
-- -- 2.-
-- -- 2 
1 . 1 5 3
4 I- 5 1
1.5 2 3
I 1 2 .-
-- -- ~1 -
-- -- - 1
57.0- 58.0- 59.0- Cumul'ative Cumulative




























1 4 7 13 20 25 41 45 50 53 54














FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF CONCORA.
TABLE B-5

























31. 0- 32.0- 33.0- 34.0- 35.0- 36.0o-
31.9 32.9 33.9 34.9 35.9 36.9
2 1 -- -
11 1 1 -
-- ~2 2 5 --
1 2 3 3 1. 1
1 ~2 1 1





































3 9 20 34 42 48 52 54




























































J. -- - -- --_ -
-- -- . - -- -- -
-- -- 1 -- -- -
I- - - 1 - - -
-I. 9 -- -- -- -- -- --
-- -- -- -- -- --  1 -- --
-- -- 1 -- 1 -- 1 -- --
2 1 -- --
-- -- -- -- -- -- -- 1 --
-- -- -- -- -- 1 -- -- 1
-- -- -- -- -- -- 1 -- --
-- -- -- -- -- -- 4 -- 1
-- -- -- -- -- -- -- 1 1
-- -- -- -- -- -- 1 -- 2
-- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 1
-- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 1
38.0- 39.0-
38.9 39.9
14oJ*.o 41.0- Cumulative Cumulative
40. 9 11.19 Total
2
-- . -- - - - - - 10
-- -- -- - - ~111
- - -- - - - - 17
- - -- - - - - 18
-- -- -- - - ~~20
2 - - -- 23
1 - -- 1 30
-- .1 -- -- ~~35
2 44- - 1.1
2 4 - 18
.2 2 1 -- 53
-- -- 1 -- 54
1 3 8 9 11 14 24 26 33 38 47 51 53 54








































-'Flat Crush 24.0- 25.0- 26.0- 27.0- 28&.0- 29.0- 30.0- 31.0- 32.0- 33.0- 34.0- 35.0- 36.0- 37.0- 38.0-
'Range, p.s.i. 24.9 25.9 26.9 27.9 28.9 29.9 30.9 31.9 32.9 33.9 34.9 35.9 36.9 37.9 38.9.
~220-22.9 1 - - - - - - -- - -- - -- - -- -
23.0-23.9 -- 1 - - - - - - - -. - - - -
24.0-24.9 1 -- - -- - -- - - - -- - - -- -
25.0-25.9 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
* 26.0-26.9 - - - - -- -1 -- - -- - - - ---
27.0-27.9 -- - -- - - - -- 1 - -- - -- -- -
28.0-28.9 - - - - 1 2 2 3 1 - - 1 -- -
* 29.0-29.9 .- - -- - - 1 1 3 3 - - -
* 30.0-30.9 -- - - - - - - 1 2 3 3 2 - - -
31.0-31.9 - -- - -- - - - - 2 -- - -1 1 
32.0-32.9 -- - - - - - - 1 - - 2 1 -- 2
33.0-33.9 -- - - - - - - - - 1 1 2 4 - -




















2 3 3 -.3 4 7 10 17 25 32 38 45 50 51 54


















FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF CONCORA AND COMBINED BOARD FEAT CRUSH FOR BOX PLANT H
(B-Flute) -1
Frequency
Concora Range, p.s.i. H
Flat Crush 27.0- 23.0- 29.0- 50.0- 51.0- 52.0- 33.0- 54.0- 35.0- 36.0- 37.0- 380 90 00 4.- 4.- Cmlaie Cmltv
Range, p.s.t . 27.9 28.9 29.9 30.9 51.9 52.9 53.9 54.9 55.9 36.9 57.9 58.9 59.9 40.9 41.9 42.9 Total Per Centrt' 1~
27.0-27.9 -- -- -- 1 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- - -1 1.9
28.0L28.9' - - - - - - - - - -- - - -- -- 1 1.9 ow
29.0-29.9 -- -- - - 1 1 - - - - -- -- - - 3 5.6 
30.0-30.9 1 -- - - -- 1 - - - - - - -- -- 5 9.3 
31.0-31.9 -- - - - - 2 - - - - -- - - - - 7 13.0 i
32.0O-32;9 - - - - - - 2 -- 2 -1 -- 1 -- - -13 24.1 
33.0-33.9 -- - - 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 -- -- - - 22 4o.y7~
34.0-34.9 - 1 2 -- -- 1 1 1 2 -- 2 -- -- 32 59.53
55.0-55.9 -- - - - - - - 2 3- - -- 7 68.6
36.0-36.9' - - - - - - - - - - - - --- 39 72.2
57.0-37.9 -- - - - - - - - - - - 1 -- - - - o 74.1
38.0;.38.9 -- - - - - - - - - 1 - - - --- 42 77.8
39.0-39.9. . - - - - - - - - -1 - --- 46 85.2
40.0-40.9 - -- - - - -- - -- - - --- 1 - --  47 87.0
41.0-41.9 -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - --- 47 87.0
42.0-42.9 - - - - - - - - - -- 1 1 - - -- 49 90.7
43.0-43.9 -- - - - - - - - - - - - --- 51 94.4
44.0o-4. 9 -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - --- 51 94.4
45.0-45.9' - - - -- - - - -- -1 -- -- - --  52 96.3
46.0-46.9 -- - - - - - - - - - - 1 -- -- 53 98.1
47q.0..47.9 -- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -53 98.1
48.0-48.9 -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - --- 53 98.1
49.0-48.9 ---- - - - -- - -- - -- - -- -- -1 54 100.0
1 1 2 6 8 13 18 20 27 36 42 49 53











FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF CONCORA AN~D COMBINCED BOARD FLAT CRUSH FOR BOX Pudw~ I
(B-Flute)
Frequency
Concora Ranize 'D. S. 1.
Flat Crush 26.0- 27.0- 2ei.0- 29.0- 30.0- 31.0- 32.0- 33.0- 34.0- 35.0- 36.0- 37.0- 3bi.0- Cumulative
Range,'p..s.i. 26.9 27.9 28.9 29.9 30.9 31.9 32.9 33.9 34.9 35.9 36.9 37.9 38.9 Total
31.0-31.9 -- -- -- 1 1 - --- - - --- - 2
32.0-32.9 -- -- -- -- 1 - ---- --- - 3
33.0-733.9 1 -- 1 -- -- 1 2 -- - --- - 8
34.0-34.9 -- - - -- 1 -- -- - -- - - -- 9
35.0-35.9 -- - - 1 2 2 2 1 -- -- - -18
36.0-36.9 -- - - 2 1 5 3 1. 1 1 -- -- 32
37.0-37.9 -- - - -- -- -- 2 3 -- .1 -- 1 -- 39
38.0-38.9 - - -- 1 -- 1 1 -- - --- -- 42
39.0-39.9 - - - - - -- 1 3 -- I- - 1 - 47
4o.0-4o.9 -- - - - - - -1 - --- 1 1 50
41.0-41.9 -- - - - - - - - -1 ----- 51
42.0-42.9 -- - - - - - - - - - - 1 -- 53
43.0-43.9 - - - -- - - - -- -- 1 -- 54
'Cumulative

































































.Concora Range. p. s. i
52.0- 55.0- 54.0- 55.0- 5b. 0- 57.0- a 47.0-
32.9 33.9 314.9 35.9 36.9 37 a9147.9
a 49.0-
a 49.9 a 51.0-
-- 1 2 1 - -- - - - - - -
-- -- -- 6 3 - - - - - - -
2 3 7 -- 14 2 2 9- 30 33 - 34 - 35




52.0- Cumulative Cumulative P





































aConcora range intervals 38 .0 through 146. 9 p. s. i.
test values fell in these intervals.















































50.0- 51.0- 52.0- 55.0- 54.0- 55.0-

















-- 1 --~ 


























































9 14 29 39 48 51 54








































50.0- 31.0- 32.0- 55.0O- 54.0- 55.0- 56.0-
50.9 51.9 52.9 55.9 34.9 55.9 56.9














1 2 2 2 2 4 4 4 5 6












































FREQMECY DISTRIHJT0ON OF CONCOFA A21D COMBINED BOARD FLAT CRUSH FOR BOX PLANT N
(C-Flute)
Frequency
CnoaRange, psi.Flat Crush 28.0- 29.0. 30.0- 31.0- 2.- 33.0 34.0- 35.0- 36.0- 37.0- 36.0- 77Cmultiv Cuulaiv
Range, p.s.i. 28.9 29.9 30.9 31.9 32.9 33.9 34.9 35.9 36.9 37.9 38.9 44.9 45.9 Total Per Cent
29.0-29.9 -- -- -- -- I -- -- -- -- ---- - --
30.0-30.9 1 -- -
31.0-31.9 - - -
32.0-32.9 - - -
33.0-33.9 -- - 1
34.0-34.9 - - -
35.0-35.9 - - -
36.0-36.9 - - -
37. 0-37.9 - - -
38.0-38.9 - - -
39.0-39.9 - - 1
40.0-40.9 - - -
41.0-41.9 - - -
42.o-42.9 - - -
43.0-43.9 - - -
44.0-44.9 - - -
45.0-45.9 - - -
46.0-46.9 - - -
47.0-47.9 - - -
48.0-48.9 - - -
49.0-49.9 - - -
50.0-50.9 - - -
b - - -





























-- - -- -- -- - -- - -- -- -- 1I -
1I 1 3 5 12 20 28 42 45 51 52 -- 53-54
per cent 1.9 1.9 5.6 9.3 22.2 37.0 51.9 77.8 83.3 94. 4 96.3 -- 98.1 100.0o
aConcora range intervals 39.0 through 43.9 P.s.i. were' omitted from the table as no test values feli in these intezrvals.
bFlat crush range intervals 51.0 through 56.9 p.s.i., and 58.0O through 61.9 p.s.1. vere omitted from the tables as no test values










































































FI 6 0±~-0o' r
H 'Ts'd 'a~ule
T~sflJ3 qPTd
T -s-d ',;Suie ejoouoD
(Gq-nTJ-D)











































26.0- 27.0- 28.0- 29.0- 30.0- 31.0- 32.0- 33.0- 34.0- 35.0- 36.0- 37.0- 38.0- 39.0- 40.0- Cumulative Cumulative
26.9 27.9 28.9 29.9 30.9 31.9 32.9 33.9 34.9 35.9 36.9 37.9 38.9 39.9 40.9 Total Per Cent
-- 1 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
-- -- -- 1 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
1 -- -- 1 -- -- 1 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
-- -- -- 1 2 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
-- -- -- 1 -- -- -- 1 -- -- 1.-- -- -- --
-- 1 -- 1 1 1 2 1 -- 1 -- -- -- -- --
- - -- -- - - 2 1 - - 2 -- - - -- 1 1 - - --
-- -- -- -- -- 1 1 1 -- -- -- 1 1 -- --
-- -- -- -- -- 2 1 1 1 2 1 2 -- -- 1
-- -- -- -- -- 1 1 1 ,- 1 - -- -- I --
-- -- -- -- -- -- -- 2 2 -- -- -- -- -- --
-- -- -- -- -- -- -- 1 1 -- 1 -- -- -- --
































1 3 -3 8 13 19 25 35 39 44 47 51 53 54 55











































26.0- 27.0- -2b3.- 29.0- 50.0- 51.0-
26.9 27.9 28.9 29.9 30.9 51.9




33.0- 34.0- 35.0- 36.0- Cumulative
55.9 54.9. 3559 36.9
-- *1 -- --
-- -- -- 1
-- -- -- >1
-- 1 -- --
-- -- 1 --































1 3 4 6 8 9 10 10 15 14 16



























































25.0- 2 6. 7.0- 2B0~.-3.0- 31.0- - 20- 33.0- 34.0- 35.0- 36.0- 37.0- 36.0- 39.0- Cumulative Cumulative





1 3 5 5
1.9 5. 6 9.3 9.3
1 -- -- 1 -- -- --
-- -- 1 -- -- -- --
-- 1 -- -- -- -- --
1 1 1 -- -- -- --
-- 1 -- -- -- -- --
-- 1 -- 1 -- -- --
-- -- 1 -- -- -- --
-- 1 -- 2 -- -- --
- 1 1 1 --
-- -- -- 1 -- 3 --
-- -- --. 1 1 -- --
1 1 -- -- 1 -- 1
-- -- -- -- 1 1 --
-- -- -- -- -- 1 1
-- -- -- -- -- 1. 1
-- -- -- * 1 -- 1 1
-- -- -- -- -- 1 --












































































8 14 17 25 29 39 43 48 49 52 54
14.8 25.9 31.5 46.3 53.7 72.2 79.6 88.9 90.7 96.3 '100.0'
i1
TABLE B-19













































Cocra Nane, p ~s i.
51.U- 52.0- 3U-5.U- )), -
31.9 32.9 33.9 34.9 35.9
1 -- -- -- --
1 -- -- -- --
-- -- 1 -- --
1 1. 1 -- --
1- -- -- -- --
-- -- 1 -- --
-- -- -- -- I
-- -- 1: -- --
-- 1 -- -- 1
-- -- - 1 --
-- -- -- -- 2
-- -- -- 1 --
-- -- -- -- 1
5b.U0- 57.U- 50.U- Cumulative Cumulative






























































































21.9 a 28.9 29.9
1 -- -- --
-- -- 1 2
-- -- -- 2




































-- -- - - - - ~13
- - -- - - - - - 16
-- -- -- -- ~21
-- -- -- -, ~24
- - -- - - - - 27
1 - - - - - - ~34
-- -- -- -- ~~40
- - -- -- 1 ~~46
- - -- 1 - - ~~49














1 - 2 7 12 17 22 30 37 242 47 48 48 49 50
2.0 4.0 14.0 24.0 34.0 44.0 60.0 74.0 84. 0 94.0 96.0 96.0 98.0 100.0
a~noarange intervals 22.0 through 27.9 P-s-i. were omitted from the table as no test values fell in these intervals.
bFlat crush range intervals 25.0 through 35.9 P-s.i. 'were omitted from the table as no test values fell in these intervals.
)5~.- 5b.0- 5'(.U- 50.U- 59.U-
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)- 32.0- 33.0- 34.0-





1 *-- -- -- -- --
-- 1 -- --. -- --
-- 1 1 =- -- --
1 -- 1 -- -- --
2 1 2 *-- -- --
-- 1 1 -- 1 --
-- 3 1 -- '1
-- 2 -- -- -- 1
-- -- 1 2 1 1
-- -- -- -- 1 3
-- -- -- -- -- 1
-- -- -- 1 1 --










~42. 0- Cumulative Cumulative





- - - -. 22
-- -- 25
-- - - 31
-- -- 314
-- . -7 ~~~~48
-- -- :4.9
-- , 1 52
-- - - 53
-- - - 53
-- -- 514.
15 24 31. 35 39 47 50 51 53 -53 54



































Flat Crush 2530- 26 -.0- 2 9.0T~--30-:O!3-0- 32.033.-0-340 -35.0--36.0- 37.0- 38.0- 39.0- 41.0- Cumulative Cumulative




































1 -- - - -
-- -- -- -- 1 -- --
- -- -- -- -- -- 1 --
L -- -- -- 1 2 -- --
1 -- -- -- -- -- --
- -- -- 1 -- -- -- --
- -- -- -- 1 -- -- --
- -- 1 -- -- -- -- --
- -- -- -- -- -- -- 2
- -- -- -- -- 1 -- --
- -- -- -- -- -- 2 --
1 2 3 4 6 10 14 16
2- 1 I- - I- -- -
1 -- -- 1 -- -2 -
2 1 --2 1 -- -
21 17 32 41 45- 51 54
Cumulative
per cent 1.9 3.7 5.6 7.4 11.1 18.5 25.9 29.6 38.9 50.0 59.3 75.9 83.3 98.1 100.0
aFlat crush range intervals 38.0 through 
4














































































FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF CONCORA AND COMvBINED BOARD FLAT CRUSH FOR BOX PLANT Y
(B-Flute)
Fre quency
Concora Range, p s i.
Flat Crush 26.0- 27.0- 28.0- 29.0- 30.0- 31.0- 32.0-' 33.-~- 34.0- 35.0- 36.0- 37.0- -35.0- Cumulative Cumulative
Range, p.s.i. 26.9 27.9 28.9 29.9 30.9 31.9 32.9 33.9 34.9 35.9 36.9 37.9 38.9 Total Per Cent
-- -- -- 1 --
-- -- -- 1 --
-- -- -- 1 --
-- -- -- 1 --
-- -- -- -- 1






1 1 1 5 7 13 .23 31
2 -- -- --
2 -- -- --
1 1 1 2
1 1 - - - -
2 -- 2 1
- 1 --
-- 1 -- 1
-- -- -- 1
-- -- 1 --
-- -- -- 1

































































































Flat Crush 27.0- 26.0- 29.0- 30.0- 31.0- 32.0- 53.0- 34.0- 35.0- 36.0- 37.0- 38.0- 39.0- 40.0- 41.0- 42.0- Cumulative C-umula~ive
Range, p.s.i. 27.9 28.9 290.9 30.9 31.9 32.9 33.9 34.9 35.9 36.9 37.9 38.9 39.9 40.9 41.9 42.9 Total Per Cant
-I- -- 1 -- -- -- -- -- -- .-- -- -- -- -- --
-- -- -- -- -- -- 1 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
-- -- -- -- -- -- 1 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
-- -- -- 1 -- -- -- 1 -- -- -- -- -- -- --
-- -- -- -- -- 1 1 -- -- . -- -- -- -- -- --
-- -- -- -- -- 2 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
-- -- -- -- -- 1 -- -- 1 -- -- -- -- -- --
-- -- -- -- -- -- -- 1 -- -- -- 1 -- -- --
-- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 1 -- 1 -- -- --
-- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 1 -- 1 -- -- -- --
-- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 1. -- 1 3 -- -r --
-- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 1 -- 2 --* 1 -- --
-- .1 -- -- .-- -- -- -- -- 1 1 2 -- -- --
-- -- -- -- -- -- -- 1 -- -- 1 3 -- -- --
-- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 1 1 -- -- -- --
-- -- -- -- -- -- -- 3 1 -- -- 2 -- - --
-- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 1 -- 1 --
-- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 1 1 -- -- --
-- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 1


























































































FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF CONCORA ANDU COMBINED
(A-Flute)
Frequency























35.0- 36.0- 37.0- 3bi.0- 39.0- 40.0- 41.0- 42.0- 43.0- 44.0- Cumulative Cumulative
35.9 36.9 37.9 38.9 39.9 40.9 41.9 42.9 43.9 44.9 Total
1 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
-- 1 1 ± 1 -- -- -- --
-- -- 1 5 6>1 -- 1 --
-- -- 1 2 3 3 1 -- --
-- -- -- 2 2 1 3 1- --
-- -- -- -- -- 1 4 3 1
-- -- -- -- 1 1 1 -- --
1
1 2 5 15 28 35 49 50 51 51 51 52





























































4..O- 35.0- 36.0- 37.0- 50.0- 39.0- L40.0~
~.9 35.9 36.9 37.9 38. .9 39.9 14.0.9
1 2 3 5 5 4 -
2 2 3 14 3 -
-- 2 -- 2 -




1 2 3 9 17 27 4+1 50 51 54+










































.Flat Crush 34.0- 55.0- 36.0- 37.0- 3b.0-. 39.0- .40.0- 41.0- Cumulative






















2 -- -- 
5 5 1 1 -
4 1 1 --
-- 1 2 2 -
- ----. 1
51 41 -49 53 54
Cumulative





























































33.0- 34;-O- 35.0- 36.0- r37.0-
33.9 34.9 35.9 36.9 37.9
-- -- -- 2 3
-- -- -- -- 1
-- -- -- -- 2
- - - - 1 - - --
-- -- 1 -- 1
-- -- -- -- 2.
-- -- 1 2. --
-- 2 -- 2
-- -- -- 2 1
-- *1 -- 1. 1
-- -- -- -- 2
-- -- I 2 --








38.9 39. 9 40.9- 41.0







1 2 8 18 33 44 49 49 49 53

























































OF CONCORA AND COM'BINED
(B-Flute)
Frequency






































38.0- 39.0- 40.0- 41.0-
























































5 13 27 37 412 118 50





























33.0- 34'.0- 35.0- 56.0- 57.0- 35.0- 59.0-
35.9 54.9 35.9 36.9 37.9 58.9 59.9
-- . -- -- ~2 1 -











































6 11 20 55 4-4 51 54
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APPENDIX C--OUTLINE OF STUDY
A STUDY OF THE FLAT-CRUSH DISTRIBUTION OF COMBINED BOARD
FABRICATED WITH COMMERCIAL MEDIUMS
The Fourdrinier Kraft Board;Institute has approved a study
relative to the relationship between the Concora quality of corrugating
medium and the flat-crush resistance of commercially fabricated corrugated
combined board. The primary purpose of the study is to provide the
members of Fourdrinier Kraft Board Institute with information as to the
distribution of flat-crush values to be expected from commercial corru-
gating medium when fabricated into combined board in the major flutes as
a part of regular production runs on commercial corrugators. The flutes
included in this study are:
1. A-flute
2. B-flute
3. C-flute - regular (42 flutes per foot)
4. C-flute - special (39 flutes per foot)
A minimum of fifteen corrugators have been selected for each of the above
flutes except in the case of the special (39 flutes per foot) C-flute
which will be limited to five. In brief, each--selected corrugator is to
take samples of medium and the corresponding combined board from nine
different runs'per month on the corrugator over a six-month period.
These samples are to be forwarded to The Institute of Paper Chemistry0
Appleton, Wisconsin (Attention R. C. McKee) for evaluation. The selection
of samples, fabrication and sampling to be carried out relative to each
corrugator are described below.




Any nominal 26-lb. grade or equivalent of roll quality as
to be acceptable by the box plant in question.
2. Basis of selection
The rolls are to be selected at the box plant from inven-
tory. There are no limitations as to source, type or date of manufacture.
3. Sampling frequency
Recommended that nine rolls per month be selected by each 
corrugator during the six-month period (July through December 31), pre-
ferably two per week,
B, Fabrication
1. Grade of combined board
The study is to be limited to 175- and 200-series combined
board fabricated with 38- and 42-lb. liners and nominal 26-lb. medium or
its equivalent, using conventional adhesives.
2. Conditions
The selected rolls of medium shall be corrugated under
normal operating conditions for the given corrugator for the grade in
question. It is recommended that the selected rolls be corrugated only
after the corrugator has been operated for a sufficient period of time
to be in normal adjustment. It is further recommended that the corruga-
tion of the selected rolls on a given set of corrugating rolls be limited
to one roll per day. However, in those cases where a particular corru-
gator makes 175- and 200-series board only a few times per month, sampling
may be extended to one sample per shift.





The sampling is to be carried out by the convertor. at the time
each selected roll is corrugated,
a. Medium
Each roll of medium used in the study is to be sampled at
the beginning and end of its run on the corrugator by a box plant repre-
sentative. The sample taken at the beginning shall consist of four square-
foot sheets taken at equal intervals across the width of the roll after
all damaged medium has been removed. Each sheet sampled as described
above shall be marked "start". The sample sheets at the end of the run
shall be marked "end" and shall be taken in the same manner as the "start"
with the provision that the sampling shall be done when the roll of
medium has a diameter of 12 inches or greater. Mimeographed forms are
attached so that the following information may be recorded and forwarded
with the sample.
Medium Data Form
1. Date roll run on corrugator
2. Name of mill making medium
30 Date mfgo RI
4. Type of medium: semichem _
kraft




Liner weight, lb. 
Flute
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b. Combined board
The sampling of the combined board is to be carried out by 
a box plant representative at the time the selected roll of medium is
being corrugated. Box blanks representing the full width of the corru-
gator are to be taken at the beginning and end of corrugation of each
selected roll of medium. The blank corresponding to the "start" shall
be taken only after acceptable board is being produced. Each blank shall
be trimmed to approximately 15 inches in the machine direction only, marked
"start" and as to its position across the corrugator. The sample corres-
ponding to "end" shall be taken in the same manner as the "start" with the
provision that it shall be taken so as to correspond as nearly as possible
to the "end" sampling of the roll of medium. The combined board sample
shall contain only combined board which has moved through the hot plate
section at the speed indicated for that particular run. A mimeographed
form is attached for recording additional data which should be forwarded
with each sample of combined board. The additional information requested
is illustrated in the following sample form.
Combined Board Data Form
1. Company _____ Corrugator No. 
2. Date corrugated
3. Material combination
4. Type of adhesive
5. Corrugator speed
6. Flute: A B C-Reg. C-Special
7. Medium manufacturer
8. Medium Roll No. Date medium mfg.
9. Name of person filling in form
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Each medium sample is to be separately wrapped with the
corresponding sample of combined board and forwarded to The Institute of
Paper Chemistry, Appleton, Wisconsin, ATTENTION: R. C. McKee. The com-
bined board samples should be protected against crushing in shipment.
o
C. Evaluation
The Institute of Paper Chemistry will evaluate each sample,
analyze the data and render a report. The evaluation will be carried
out as follows:
1. Corrugating medium
One Concora specimen shall be cut and tested from each
of the eight square-foot samples which make up the medium sample.
2. Combined board
Four test specimens will be cut from the "start" and
four from the "end". Each specimen will be tested in accordance with
ASTM D-1225-54 except as follows:
a. Specimens exhibiting rolling flutes shall be recorded but
invalidated. A replacement test shall be made for each invalidated
specimen and the flat crush reported as the average of the eight valid
specimens.
ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION
The data obtained above will be analyzed to provide the follow-
ing information:
1. Relationship between Concora flat crush and combined board
flat crush
2. Distribution of Concora flat crush
3. Distribution of combined board flat crush.
I
